leadership of the party, october 9, 1940
Considering, however, that I have to be in daily relations in
matters of much domestic consequence with the leaders of the other
two parties who are serving in the Government, I felt that it would
be more convenient that I should be able to speak for the Con-
servative Party with direct and first-hand knowledge of the general
position which they occupy upon fundamental issues, and also to
speak with their authority. It also seems to me, that, as Leader of
the House of Commons at a time when the Conservative Party enjoys
a very large majority over all other parties, and when, owing to the
war and the grave dangers and peculiar conditions amid which we
live, no General Election is possible, I could discharge my task
with less difficulty if I were in formal relation with the majority of
the members of the House of Commons. If that, as I gather, Lord
Halifax, from what you have said, is your opinion, I feel I need have
no doubts as to either the wisdom or the propriety of the course
which is now proposed.
The second question I have asked myself Is much more personal.
Am I by temperament and conviction able sincerely to identify
myself with the main historical conceptions of Toryism, and can
I do justice to them and give expression to them spontaneously in
speech and action ? My life, such as it has been, has been lived for
forty years in the public eye, and very varying opinions are enter-
tained about it—and about particular phases in it. I shall attempt
no justification, but this I will venture most humbly to submit and
also to declare, because it springs most deeply from the convictions
of my heart, that at all times according to my lights and throughout
the changing scenes through which we are all hurried I have always
faithfully served two public causes which I think stand supreme—
the maintenance of the enduring greatness of Britain and her Empire
and the historical continuity of our island life.
Alone among the nations of the world we have found the means
to combine Empire and liberty. Alone among the peoples we have
reconciled democracy and tradition; for long generations, nay,
over several centuries, no mortal clash or religious or political gulf
has opened in our midst. Alone we have found the way to carry
forward the glories of the past through all the storms, domestic
and foreign, that have surged about, and thus to bring the labours
of our forebears as a splendid inheritance for modern progressive
democracy to enjoy.
It is this interplay and interweaving of past and present which
in this fearful ordeal has revealed to a wondering world the un-
conquerable strength of a united nation. It is that which has been
the source of our strength. In that achievement, all living parties—
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